
UN Volunteers access a comprehensive journey, 
combining five varied learning experiences, to provide 
essential skills for their current and future roles. This 
approach emphasizes personalized and continuous 
learning, tailored to their evolving needs during their 
assignment. It’s our commitment to nurturing the full 
potential of our UN Volunteers.

Scan the QR code to watch a
video on UNV learning 
experiences for UN Volunteers!

UNV 
LEARNING 
PORTFOLIO

FIVE COMPREHENSIVE 
LEARNING EXPERIENCES

01. Onboarding
(Self-paced and live online)

An enabling programme to ensure that UN 
Volunteers are effective from the start, including 
step-by-step recruitment support, guided 
learning on UNV Conditions of Service, and a 90-
day onboarding plan.

02. Skills Surge
(Self-paced and live online)

A set of initiatives to elevate competencies in 
leadership, productivity, languages, and UN 
competency-based collections, including free 
access to leading learning platforms and individual 
coaching.

05. Career Craft
(Blended – self-paced, live online and in-person)

A robust offering featuring group and individual 
career coaching, online workshops, and a blended 
learning programme to support UN Volunteers 
actively manage their career.

04. Connect & Learn
(Live online and in-person)

UN Volunteers share their experiences, fostering 
a culture of mutual learning. These programmes 
include in-person, field-based workshops enhancing 
UN Volunteers’ capacity to provide effective on-the-
ground solutions, addressing assignment-specific 
needs while promoting collaborative learning and 
networking.

03. Empower for Change
(Blended – self-paced, live online and in-person)

Empowering UN Volunteers to champion positive 
transformations, promote inclusivity, and embody 
UN values through learning on Prevention of Sexual 
Exploitation and Harassment, Diversity, Equity, & 
Inclusion (DE&I), and Anti-racism.

https://youtu.be/tS5XF1BiG6k
https://youtu.be/tS5XF1BiG6k


Collaborative Learning to 
Achieve Goals
UNV collaborates with an 
array of UN partners, offering 
personalized learning experiences 
for UN Volunteers to develop 
skills and exchange knowledge, 
thereby engaging effectively in 
transformative UN initiatives.

Access to Premier Learning 
Resources
UN Volunteers have free access 
to eCampus: a gateway to all 
accessible learning initiatives, 
including UN-wide mandatory 
courses and all live learning events. 
This ensures that they stay at the 
forefront of their development.

Enhancing Volunteer 
Performance and Satisfaction
UNV learning portfolio complements 
the UN partners’ technical training, 
connecting volunteer learning with 
real-world business needs. This 
boosts motivation, performance, and 
overall assignment satisfaction.

have enrolled in UNV learning 
programmes cumulatively, gaining 
the relevant skills to drive meaningful 
change in the communities they serve 
(as of November 2023).

In the last three years, about Visit the UN Partner Toolkit for practical tips 
and resources on how to enable learning for 
UN Volunteers.

UN VOLUNTEERS
32,000

UNV LEARNING EXPERIENCES: A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE

UNV eCampus

Mandatory Courses

Essential Courses

Onboarding Portal

Learning Plan

Onboarding Workshops

Competency-based Learning Collections

LinkedIn Learning

Rosetta Stone

Coursera

UNITAR

Coaching

UN Language Profiency Exam, UNLPE

Ready To Lead (Leadership) Workshops

Smarter Working (Productivity) Workshops

UN Youth Volunteer Workshops

PSEAH Workshops

Ombudsman Sessions

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Workshops

Anti-Racism Dialogues

You, We, Us

Voices of Change

Capacity Development Learning Facility, CDLF

SHIFT (Blended Career Mgt programme)

Holistic Career Management Workshops, HCM

Career Enhancement Academy, CEA

UNDP Career Labs

Career Tips Thursdays

Career Journey Podcasts
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We thank UN Online Volunteer Samer Khaleel for designing this flyer.

https://toolkit.unv.org/managing/enable-un-volunteer-learning-and-development
https://learning.unv.org/

